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Oncology nurses frequently care for patients who are dying or near death, leading to emotional distress, compassion fatigue, and staff turnover. Providing appropriate social and professional support to nursing staff is imperative to maintaining satisfaction and decreasing turnover. Inpatient and outpatient oncology staff should identify the signs of compassion fatigue and know how to perform self-care to combat it. The experiences of nursing staff and patients with cancer and their families can be improved if nurses feel satisfaction with, and confidence in, performing end-of-life care. The current article discusses the success of helping the staff in the fight against compassion fatigue by implementing bereavement interventions in a community hospital’s oncology unit. The program can be applied to many oncology settings and practices to help keep valuable oncology nurses in their careers.
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Caring for patients with cancer can be complex when faced with high acuities, high volumes, and decreased staffing levels (Medland, Howard-Ruben, & Whitaker, 2004). Oncology nurses interact in intense, caring relationships with those patients and families, which may eventually lead to an emotional burden (Wenzel, Shaha, Klimmek, & Krumm, 2011). One recurring element of that intense relationship can be caring for patients who die (Wenzel et al., 2011). Providing care to patients with cancer increases the risk of stress and psychological disorders, including compassion fatigue (CF) (Dorz, Novara, Sica, & Sanavio, 2003). CF is a traumatizing emotional state experienced by nurses and other caregivers who are preoccupied with the suffering and distress of those they are caring for (Figley, 2002); for many, CF is difficult to recognize and combat.

Lancaster General Hospital is a 540-bed Magnet®-designated community hospital in Pennsylvania, with a 26-bed inpatient medical-surgical oncology unit. The inpatient unit’s nurses administer a wide range of care to patients from diagnosis and treatment to the end of life. By caring for patients with cancer, the staff consistently is exposed to patients at the end of life, some to whom the nursing staff felt particularly close. The unit’s turnover rate was evaluated to determine the effect of CF on the nursing staff. In fiscal year 2009, the unit’s staff turnover rate was 5.5%; however, in fiscal year 2010, the RN-only turnover rate had increased to 12.1%. The nursing staff was leaving the unit and verbalizing emotional distress, compassion fatigue, and staff turnover. Providing appropriate social and professional support to nursing staff is imperative to maintaining satisfaction and decreasing turnover.
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